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About This Content
Magicka: The Other Side of the Coin lets players experience a completely new take on the Magicka universe. Take the role of
Alucart the Vampire and his Necromancers to f 5d3b920ae0
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There is no save. So first you spend 30minutes of way too easy fights to get to a boss fight that lasts longer than rest of the level.
Also it sucks.. you play as the coolest villian out of any game ever made, EVER, in the game, also game difficulty is increased
by 75%, reason for that is.. You can kill wooden unicorns it's worth everything. Extremely different from the main game and
gives you a bit of a back story on Vlad. Difficult DLC at that too. Played with a friend and we had to essentially learn how to
play this DLC so it feels like you're playing a different game. Loved the easter eggs and parody humor, once again.. very good
but no saves :(. I loved the DLC but it sucks how you cant save :. how did any of these guys below not finish this dlc in one hour
why would you need saves use the time warp for vlad, too. not exactly worth 5 bucks, as opposed to the stars are left, by the
way. It's cool, but eh. at least there's the challenge maps.
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